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tors for morbidity and mortality among individuals on maintenance dialysis. Hypervolemia, either chronic from long-term
volume overload or episodic from large interdialytic weight
gains, may increase the risk of left ventricular hypertrophy
and its adverse downstream cardiovascular consequences.1,2
Conversely, hypovolemia from either too voluminous or too
rapid of ﬂuid removal may lead to multiorgan ischemia and
associated clinical sequelae.3,4 Experts recognize the need
for balance between the extremes of volume status and ultraﬁltration, but inter-relationships among volume-related components, lack of data on their relative importance, and absence
of relevant clinical trials hinder consensus guideline development. Notwithstanding the paucity of trial evidence in this
arena, international experts and United States dialysis organization leaders concur that putting “volume ﬁrst” is essential if the
dialysis community is to successfully “turn the tide” on the unacceptably poor outcomes experienced by our patients.5,6
Although the importance of volume control has been long
appreciated in places like Tassin, France and Izmir, Turkey, the
interest in ﬂuid management in the United States has taken
root in the last 5 years. The two largest United States dialysis
providers recently implemented ﬂuid management clinical
programs. In 2013, DaVita launched FluidWise, a program
advocating close attention to target weight prescription and
attainment, BP control, standardized dialysate sodium, sodium
and ﬂuid dietary restrictions, and use of a clinic ﬂuid advisor.
The program includes risk stratiﬁcation tools and individualand facility-level ﬂuid reports.7 In late 2016, Fresenius Medical
Care, North America released the Fluid Management Dashboard, an electronic medical record tool that identiﬁes patients
with postdialysis weights $1 kg above or below their prescribed target weight and patients with ultraﬁltration rates
.13 ml/h per 1 kg in .30% of recent treatments. The dashboard, accessible on the hemodialysis machine, provides clinicians easy, single-screen access to recent pre- and postdialysis
weights, prescribed target weights, prescribed and delivered
treatment times, and postdialysis BPs.
Although each of these initiatives is important, the programs share two crucial deﬁciencies: (1) lack of tools that
assess patient volume status objectively and (2) lack of randomized, controlled trial data showing that the proposed clinical interventions improve patient outcomes. Volume status
estimation is essential for clinicians to accurately prescribe
target weight, gauge ultraﬁltration tolerance, and effectively
balance the consequences of volume and ﬂuid removal extremes. Physical examination ﬁndings contextualized with
BP patterns and dialysis treatment tolerance are instructive
but imprecise, and they often fall short in busy dialysis clinic
environments. Objective volume assessment tools, such as
biomarkers (e.g., B-type natriuretic peptide), relative plasma
volume (RPV) monitoring, lung ultrasound, and bioimpedance
(BIA) technology, exist. However, to date, clinical uptake has
been restrained. Biomarker results have been disappointing.
The one randomized, controlled clinical trial of RPV monitoring found that patients randomized to RPV monitoring had
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worse outcomes than those in the conventional monitoring
group.8 Lung ultrasound used to measure extravascular lung
water holds promise and is the subject of an ongoing European
randomized, controlled trial (the Lust Study; NCT02310061).
In recent years, BIA spectroscopy has garnered increased
attention. BIA devices pass an electrical current through the
body and use measured tissue resistance to estimate body ﬂuid
volume. There are numerous approaches to BIA measurement
and reporting, including segmental versus total body measurements, single versus multiple frequencies, and differences in
normalization methods. Recent small randomized trials suggest that multifrequency, whole-body BIA (versus clinical
judgement) may be helpful in improving volume status and
associated outcomes.9,10
In this issue of the Journal of the American Society of Nephrology, Zoccali et al.11 examine the associations of baseline
ﬂuid overload and 1-year cumulative ﬂuid overload (separately) with all-cause mortality in a 26-country cohort of
39,566 patients on incident hemodialysis. Volume status was
measured by the Body Composition Monitor (BCM; Fresenius
Medical Care, Germany), a multifrequency BIA spectroscopy
device that relies on a three-compartment physiologic tissue
model on the basis of physiologic tissue hydration constants.
The device, used predialysis, quantiﬁes extracellular volume
and ﬂuid overload. Within 2 minutes of attaching electrodes
to one hand and one foot and entering height and weight
data, the device computes hydration status, lean tissue mass,
and adipose tissue mass among other measures. The BCM is
approved for use in many countries outside the United States.
In the study by Zoccali et al.,11 relative ﬂuid overload (ﬂuid
overload/extracellular volume) was deﬁned as $15% in men
and $13% in women, approximately equivalent to an absolute
ﬂuid overload of 2.5 L. More than 200,000 BIA measurements
were recorded in the 5-year study. In adjusted analyses, individuals with baseline ﬂuid overload (assessed within 3 months
of hemodialysis initiation) had a 26% excess risk for mortality
compared with patients who were not ﬂuid overloaded. Models stratiﬁed by predialysis BP yielded similar results. Individuals who were ﬂuid overloaded with lower (,130 mmHg) and
higher (.160 mmHg) BPs exhibited the greatest mortality
risks. In separate analyses restricted to individuals who survived the ﬁrst year of dialysis (n522,845), cumulative exposure to ﬂuid overload was calculated by the area under the
curve of ﬂuid overload measurements recorded in the ﬁrst
year of dialysis. This approach attempts to account for the
effects of long-term risk factor exposure. Cumulative ﬂuid
overload was associated with greater mortality risk across
all categories of predialysis BP. Risk was greatest among individuals with ﬂuid overload and predialysis BPs ,130 or .160
mmHg. Death hazards from the cumulative ﬂuid overload
analyses were notably higher than those from the baseline
ﬂuid overload analyses, suggesting that chronic ﬂuid overload
is a stronger predictor of mortality than baseline ﬂuid overload. Results were robust across clinical subgroups, dialysis
type (hemodialysis or hemodiaﬁltration), and country.11
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By considering both baseline and cumulative ﬂuid overload
as measured by whole-body BIA in such a large international
cohort, the study authors have admirably conﬁrmed and extended the evidence base supporting an association between
ﬂuid overload and mortality among individuals on hemodialysis. Lack of data on cause-speciﬁc outcomes and residual
kidney function as well as the inability to distinguish harm
related to higher ultraﬁltration rates administered to patients
who were ﬂuid-overloaded from harm related to ﬂuid overload itself are limitations of this study but do not materially
diminish the overall message.
Importantly, the data are observational and neither
establish a causal relationship between BIA-measured volume
overload and outcomes nor provide insight as to whether BIAdirected ﬂuid management may improve outcomes. In fact,
a recent Canadian review of the clinical effectiveness, costeffectiveness, and evidence-based guidelines for BIA use
among patients on dialysis found insufﬁcient evidence to support widespread BIA adoption.12 A 2015 United Kingdom
analysis reached similar conclusions.13 Such uncertainty in
the face of the sizable, well conducted, prospective cohort
study by Zoccali et al.11 underscores the need for large-scale,
randomized, controlled clinical trials designed to determine if
optimizing volume status via BIA or other methods improves
clinical outcomes.
Notably, no BIA device is US Food and Drug Administration
approved for the indication of body composition determination among patients on dialysis. Beyond the aforementioned
evidence gaps linking BIA-directed ﬂuid management to clinical outcomes, issues regarding BIA validity remain. The BCM
was validated against several gold standards: bromide dilution
(extracellular water), deuterium dilution (total body water),
dual energy x-ray absorptiometry (lean tissue mass), and others.14 However, the majority of validation analyses were conducted in healthy individuals, raising reasonable question
about their translation to individuals with ESRD. Also, thresholds differentiating ﬂuid overload from nonﬂuid overload
come from small studies that, again, rely on normohydration
references from healthy controls. Substantial body composition differences between healthy controls and individuals with
ESRD likely exist. Furthermore, it is plausible that optimal
thresholds deﬁning ﬂuid overload may differ across subgroups
other than sex, supporting the need for additional investigation of hydration cut points.
Despite these uncertainties, there is substantial cause for
optimism. Accumulating evidence linking suboptimal ﬂuid
management to outcomes, like that provided by Zoccali
et al.,11 coupled with both dialysis provider and patient interest in improving ﬂuid-related outcomes have spurred remarkable community momentum. Experts often cite absence of
accurate volume status measures as one of the most essential
unmet needs of the modern dialysis era.6 Meaningful collaborations across academicians, industry leaders, innovators,
and regulatory bodies, all informed by the patient voice,
have the potential to stimulate consequential innovation
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in ﬂuid management. Beyond BIA-based devices, real-time
blood volume monitoring (e.g., hematocrit or tracer techniques)
and dialysis machine ultraﬁltration biofeedback represent potential technologies for additional investigation. Advancements
in this regard will represent landmark achievements in not
only nephrology but also, disciplines such as cardiology and
critical care, and most importantly, they will have an enduring effect on the quality of life of our patients.
However, there is also substantial cause for immediate action. Zoccali et al.11 conﬁrm a clinical notion that has been
believed and arguably, known for a long time: ﬂuid overload
is disadvantageous. Technologic advancement with associated
regulatory approval is a lengthy endeavor. Existing data show
that judicious target weight challenge can reduce ﬂuid overload.15
Reliance on our longitudinal patient relationships that are enriched with abundant BP, weight, treatment tolerance, and if we
take the time to ask, symptom data may facilitate safe reductions
in hypervolemia as we simultaneously develop and test more
precise methods for hydration status estimation. Now is the
time to turn the tide on ﬂuid management.
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